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Htek IP phones Release Notes of Version

Introduction:

 Product Model:

UC926/UC926E/UC924/UC924E/UC912E/UC923/UC902/UC903/UC912/UC9

12G/UC901/UC862/UC842/UC860P/840P/806P/UC806G/UC806T/UC804P/

UC804G/UC804T/803P/802P/UC802T

 Firmware Version:

UC8XX/UC9XX--2.0.4.8.11

 Release Date:

2021.03.25

Version: 2.0.4.8.11

New Add Features

 HTTPS/TLS add specified new algorithm

 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA 0xC013

 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA 0xC014

 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA256 0xC027

 TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA384 0xC028

 3CX assigned and registered DNS policy changes

Delete Features

 N/A
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Improve Features

 N/A

Fix issue

 Fix unable enter "+" char to wifi password

 When receiving a NOTIFY from PNP, the phone replied with a garbage string in the 200 OK

Version: 2.0.4.8.10

New Add Features

 Improve sound quality

 SPT-641:Overwriting user made setting

 HTTPS/TLS add specified new algorithm —— ECDHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384;ECDHE-RSA-

AES128-GCM-SHA256

 After the user has modified the ringtone on the web page or LCD, it is not allowed to modify the

corresponding ringtone P value by assigning cfgmac.xml

Delete Features

 N/A

Improve Features

 N/A

Fix issue

 Fix some problems with TLS registration.

 Fixed TLS registration dropped after a period of inactivity

 Repair accounts are registered, but the line on UC46 shows that the registration failed

 Fix TLS registration failure
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 Fix Profile3 Fallback Interval display error

 Fix black and white LCD display problem

 Repair the non-idle state to click the hands-free button, the hands-free light does not turn on

 Fix the phone has two incoming calls at the same time, switch to the second one and click the

hands-free button to hang up the second incoming call

 Fix the incomplete loading of the phone switching wallpaper

 Fix 902S background cannot be loaded

 Fixed the failure to upgrade the MTK expansion board of the phone

Version: 2.0.4.8.9

New Add Features

 CDP, LLDP, and DHCP VLAN newmechanisms are incorporated

 Jitter Buffer overflow prevention related changes Check and integration

 Ti3100 synchronous operation of business agreement related changes Check and join

 Add Password Dial

Web -> Setting -> Preference ;p25045:0-off,1-on,default is off

Delete Features

 N/A

Improve Features

 N/A
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Fix issue

 No RPS assignment after option66 assignment fails

 Headset Loses Control After Missed Call

 [SRTP] "TLS registration + SRTP" for a call, the DUT hears a stutter

 Copyright © 2005-2019 All Rights Reserved Update 2005-2020

 Through the forward configured by Dsskey, there is a problemwith turning on and off

 Headset turns off on incoming call

 Smartlifetech: BLIND transfer process is incorrect

 Https chunk error

 After Outbound Proxy DOWN, switching to Backup Outbound Proxy is abnormal

 When manually switching Transport Type, the unbinding is not done correctly

 On Incoming Call, call cannot be Rejected when using the CTI of the 3CXWindows App

 Queue Missed Calls leave Missed Call on display

 Outbound calls the caller on the htek handset (calls to external parties) sound extremely quiet to

the receiving end.

 The broadcast number is too long, and the number in the history record shows overlap

 Fix UC903 headset failure


